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Abstract
This is logical framework of science of politics developed as systemic body of knowledge, as 
science of geopolitics. Method of research, systemic intuition, is based on General System Theory, 
actually Hegel's dialectical philosophy, interpreted in modern terms and proved by author's research 
in theoretical physics. The work consists of three chapters: 1- Human society, 2- Governance, 3- 
Self-governance. Chapter 1 starts with investigation of human being, family, home and 
development of society into world community of homes characterized by its ideal model, World-
Consistent Nation (WCN), governed by International Law, essence of politics, and expected to have 
developed universal religion, philosophy and science. Chapter 2 investigates logical connection and 
specific features of different types of governance, from monarchy to republic, the latter proving to 
be ideally best governance, the Project of the WCN.  Chapter 3 shows transformation of republican 
governance into self-governance, first as its unstable form, demo-republic, and then its real stable 
form – empire. There appear two empires with different ideological orientations, social-private and 
private-social,  dividing whole world into two spheres of influence, competing with each other and 
thus solving best all global problems. Evolution of empire is actually that of its three institutions: 
Assembly - responsible for domestic affairs, Senate – responsible for foreign affairs, and Church or 
another ecclesiastical institution responsible for ideology and justice; each of them having tripartite 
structure to represent the other two. Other nations, when developed to status of demo-republic, join 
one of the empires with different extents of affinity and creating different associations called 
solidarity, preference, neutrality, culture, commerce and global unions, thus promoting development 
of empire from its initial form, Empire-1, to its most perfect form, Empire-7, Realization of WCN-
Project. Research suggests that to reverse the present sliding to new world war and reach laminar 
waters of global self-governance, West and East should first step into turbulent waters of radical 
reforms to overcome their present oligarchical vestiges, in economy and politics, respectively, and 
reorganize the present system of geopolitical institutions in the above systemic way. To coordinate 
that global transformation it would be necessary to set up a World Reform Center.
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